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daemon tools lite supports most image formats (e.g. cd-image, iso, dvd-image, mds and rmps) and
has a special feature to make physical (burned) backups of your cd / dvd images when it is possible.
the main purpose of daemon tools lite is to create images of audio and video cds, dvds and blu-ray
discs. daemon tools lite works with most image formats. moreover it has a special feature to make
physical (burned) backups of your cd / dvd images when it is possible. it supports alcohol
120%-images (mds-files) and rmps-media. it's also great if you want save power on your
notebook.,operatingsystem:windows,softwareversion:4.0,url: daemon tools lite is a virtual dvd-rom
emulator based on a scsi miniport driver. it emulates max. 4 dvd-rom drives and works with cd/dvd
images created by many burning programs. it is great on notebooks without a physical cd-/dvd-rom
drive or to save akku power and speed up cd/dvd access. in opposite to other cd-/dvd-rom emulators
daemon tools lite doesn't use a proprietary container format. the advantage is that you can burn the
images you're using with daemon tools lite right away or just test an image before burning it to see if
it was created correctly. daemon tools lite works with most image formats. moreover it has a special
feature to make physical (burned) backups of your cd / dvd images when it is possible. it supports
alcohol 120%-images (mds-files) and rmps-media. it's also great if you want save power on your
notebook., the most amazing features that daemon tools lite offers are: create virtual dvd drives
using your cds and dvds without any softwareoverwrite of existing files and foldersworking without
physical dvd drivessupported formats: iso, img, cue and avi. supporting of other formats, is required
user software - daemon tools is bundled with them.the traditional bios does not allow to boot from
optical disks. daemon tools, found in our control panel, uses so-called "miniport drivers" and forces
the bios to provide compatibility with "the boot from cd or dvd" function.
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